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The Blackwell Dictionary of Western Philosophy
2008-04-15

the blackwell dictionary of western philosophy the blackwell dictionary of western philosophy the style is fresh and engaging and it gives a broad and
accurate picture of the western philosophical tradition it is a pleasure to browse in even if one is not looking for an answer to a particular question david
pears its entries manage to avoid the obscurities of an exaggerated brevity without stretching themselves out as if seeking to embody whole miniature
essays in short it presents itself as a model of clarity and clarification alan montefiore

The Blackwell Dictionary of Historians
1991-01-08

the blackwell dictionary of historians provides an authoritative and readable source book for students and specialists it includes entries on over 450
historians dating from herodotus to the present individuals have not necessarily been chosen on account of the importance of their own research but
rather for their interest in and influence on the theory and practice of history and the role of the historian in particular the dictionary includes details of
historians most frequently encountered by students following courses on historiography over 200 specialists have contributed to the dictionary which is
organized alphabetically and includes a comprehensive index

The Blackwell Dictionary of Political Science
1999

a clear and lively introduction to the terminology of political science for students comprises rigorous definitions and explanations of around 1000 key
terms presented in an engaging style cross referenced and easiliy accessible to readers new to the subject includes short biographies of the most eminent
writers in the discipline both classical e g mill and modern e g hayek

Blackwell Dictionary of Political Science
1999-09-02

the blackwell dictionary of political science is a clear introduction to the terminology of political science for students and general readers the book
comprises rigorous definitions and explanations of around 1000 key terms presented in an engaging style cross referenced and easily accessible to
readers new to the subject it also includes a section of short biographies of the most eminent writers in the discipline both classical and modern the book
is unique in combining a single author s overview and minimal assumptions about the reader s prior knowledge of the discipline major entries include
short bibliographies for those who wish to pursue topics further
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The Wiley-Blackwell Dictionary of Modern European History Since 1789
2011-05-23

the wiley blackwell dictionary of modern european history since 1789 is an authoritative and accessible reference guide to the major people events and
issues that have shaped the development of europe from the french revolution to the present day features almost a thousand alphabetical entries on
modern european history offers extensive cross references to enhance clarity and reveal historical links and connections and a series of maps charting
the evolution of modern european states covers the whole of continental europe as well as relevant aspects of the british experience written by a trio of
distinguished historians of the period

A New Dictionary of Religions
1997

this dictionary is a unique reference source for accessible practical and clinical information and has over 30 000 entries and sub entries an easy to follow
pronunicaiton guide to legislation and policies and 120 illustrations to supplement definitions

Blackwell's Dictionary of Nursing
1994

the essential law dictionary is an essential up to date legal reference containing over 3 000 entries explaining legal language that can often be hard to
understand even for lawyers this book focuses on defining the terms that people today are most likely to encounter when dealing with the law the
definitions are clear concise and easy to understand whether you are a lawyer a law student or a layperson this handy reference will help you understand
the precise meaning of any legal term

A Dictionary of American History
2007

this dictionary aims to provide a reliable and comprehensive overview of the main themes of social thought in particular the major concepts principal
schools and movements of thought and those institutions that have been objects of social analysis or engendered significant doctrines and ideas

The Essential Law Dictionary
2008-06-01

modern social thought ranges widely from the social sciences to philosophy political theories and doctrines cultural ideas and movements and the
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influence of the natural sciences provides an authoritative overview of the main themes of social thought long essays and entries give full coverage to
each topic covers major currents of thought philosophical and cultural trends and the individual social sciences from anthropology to welfare economics
new edition updates about 200 entries and includes new entries suggestions for further reading and a bibliography of all sources cited within the text

Blackwell Dictionary of Twentieth-Century Social Thought
1994-10-28

this new edition of allan g johnson s one volume sociology dictionary includes 75 new entries as well as an expanded biographical section extensive
revisions and updates and a more thorough cross referencing written by a sociologist who is also an accomplished writer and teacher it is aimed
primarily at students but will also be of use to professionals looking for an introduction to core concepts outside their area of expertise its combination of
clear prose engaging examples a single author s voice and its minimal assumptions about the average reader s prior knowledge of sociology and its
related fields makes this a unique and valuable reference work

The Blackwell Dictionary of Modern Social Thought
2008-04-15

the blackwell dictionary of judaica contains more than 7 000 concise entries and nearly half a million words on every aspect of jewish history civilization
and religion it will prove invaluable not only for students and teachers but also for everyone who is interested in the fascinating richness of the jewish
tradition in a single volume the wealth of the jewish heritage is uncovered in direct and simple words this is a vital reference work for everyone who
wishes to know about the development of judaism from ancient times to the present day and it deserves a place in every library and every jewish home

The Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology
2000-06-22

designed to give any reader interested in modern history and politics a set of consistent summaries of the careers of the most active political figures this
dictionary reflects the distinctive character of twentieth century political life although its primary focus is on politicians and particularly those who have
held imporatant office in government or the major parties the book also includes entries on many people who would not be regarded primarily as
politicians among these are church leaders media figures civil servants soldiers scientists trade unionists businessmen writers and the royal family the
dictionary does not aim to incude every politician who has held minor office but by attempting a wider coverage than parliamentary or party politics it
provides a biographical backcloth to the figures who participated in britain s world role to the rise and fall of different political institutions in the
twentieth century the span of the volume reaches from the early twentieth century to the present though it excludes certain figures whose main careers
were made in the years before 1900 some irish political figures are included although irish political life is not treated comprehensively the book contains
photographs guides to further reading and a full index
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Encyclopedic Dictionary of the Sciences of Language
1981

the blackwell encyclopedic dictionary of management information systems provides clear concise up to the minute and highly informative definitions and
explanations covering the whole of the fast changing field of management information systems

The Blackwell Dictionary of Judaica
1993-01-04

the blackwell dictionary of cognitive psychologyd now available in paperback provides a comprehensive and in depth account of the discipline in 140
alphabetically arranged entries entries written by specialists in each field are encyclopedic in style and written at considerable length to cover most of
the more important areas to which cognitive psychology has made a major contribution subject areas dealth with include decision making developmental
psychology emotion intelligence language personality and social psychology all entries include suggestions for further reading and the dictionary has a
comprehensive index the ways in which the cognitive approach has revolutionized applied psychology are also discussed

An Encyclopedic Dictionary of Language and Languages
1992

the aim of this book is to provide a succinct accessible and comprehensive guide to linguistic concepts and names linguistic here does not mean the
technical terminology of linguistic sciences but language in a more everyday sense terms are drawn from the various applied areas of language study
such as language teaching speech pathology stylistics typography and lexicography as well as from core topics such as grammar figures of speech and
basic phonetics the dictionary sets out to answer questions people are likely to ask about language such as which language s do they speak in such a
country all the countries of the world are included and how many people speak x several hundred languages are included there are entries on knowledge
about language and linc and the ongoing developments in corpus compilation cobuild british national corpus a great deal of background is given to the
language profiles e g early literary history pronunciations of language names and of several other terms are given a small number of entries deal with
linguistics in particular the main schools of thought and basic concepts e g competence morphology abbreviations are included in all there are almost
2750 entries and there are c 5000 cross references to give readers a wide range of access points to the information carefully chosen illustrations show
things that cannot easily be expressed in text such as alphabets a selection of cartoons reinforces the author s conviction that language study can be fun

The Blackwell Biographical Dictionary of British Political Life in the Twentieth Century
1990

the blackwell encyclopedic dictionary of international management provides clear concise up to the minute and highly informative definitions and
explanations of the key concepts covering the whole of the fast changing field of international management this will become the standard reference for
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students researchers academics and practitioners the dictionary has been carefully designed to give both the expert and the newcomer overviews and
succinct presentations of the most important issues in both international management and where appropriate to the many related disciplines which this
broad subject draws from with entries ranging from extended explorations of major topics to short definitions of key terms this major reference work
gives the user authoritative and comprehensive coverage of the whole field designed to enable readers at all levels of international experience to
determine the meaning and importance of all key terms fully indexed and cross referenced for detailed research with relevant citations for further study
definitive entries covering the very latest developments in international management and gathering all related terms under clear major headings a
completely international perspective this dictionary is part of the blackwell encyclopedia of management which contains ten further volumes covering
each of the key areas of management science developed under the editorship of professor cary cooper from the manchester school of management and
professor chris argyris of harvard business school

The Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Management Information Systems
1999-06-02

this dictionary serves as a first point of reference for all aspects of political diplomatic military social and economic history and provides overviews of the
cultural and artistic developments of the period the century was one of change and the book s 800 entries chart these changes in all parts of the world in
contrast to earlier reference works this dictionary focuses a considerable amount of attention on the role of women on african american and native
american figures and on areas that fall outside the european north american axis its many biographical entries provide key facts about the significant
figures of the century all of them cross referenced to thematic entries where appropriate the historical span of the dictionary is 1800 1900 although some
entries range beyond these dates to give a comprehensive coverage of long term or continuous developments there is a selection of maps and a full index

The Blackwell Dictionary of Cognitive Psychology
1991-01-16

the blackwell encyclopedic dictionary of accounting provides clear concise and highly informative definitions and explanations of the key concepts in
accounting

A Rousseau Dictionary
1992

the standard one volume encyclopaedia of psychology

A Hobbes Dictionary
1998

the blackwell encyclopedic dictionary of organizational behavior provides clear concise and informative definitions and explanations of key concepts and
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issues

The Dictionary of Human Geography
1981-01

the blackwell encyclopedic dictionary of accounting provides clear concise and highly informative definitions and explanations of the key concepts in
accounting

An Encyclopedic Dictionary of Language and Languages
1992-01

the blackwell encyclopedic dictionary of business ethics provides clear concise and highly informative definitions and explanations of the key concepts in
one of the most important fields in contemporary business

A Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory
1991

the companion focusses on the international intellectual movement of the enlightenment and the individuals who shaped it a number of substantial essays
survey the main topics of dictionaries encyclopedias art music and theatre while central philosophical concepts such as human nature are also examined
specialized topics receive short definitions and there are several hundred biographies chronology 100 halftones bibliographies index

The Dictionary of demography
1985

the blackwell encyclopedic dictionary of human resource management provides clear concise up to the minute and highly informative definitions and
explanations of the key concepts covering the whole of the fast changing field of human resource management

The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management and Encyclopedic Dictionaries, The Blackwell
Encyclopedic Dictionary of International Management
1999-06-02

this lucid and accessible dictionary presents technical terms that wittgenstein introduced into philosophical debate or transformed substantially and also
topics to which he made a substantial contribution hans johann glock places wittgenstein s ideas in their relevance to current debates the entries
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delineate wittgenstein s lines of argument on particular issues assessing their strengths and weaknesses and shed light on fundamental exegetical
controversies the dictionary entries are prefaced by a sketch of a intellectual biography which links the basic themes of the early and later philosophy
and describes the general development of wittgenstein s thinking extensive textual references a detailed index and an annotated bibliography will
facilitate further study authoritative comprehensive and clear the volume will be welcomed by anyone with an interest in wittgenstein his life work or
influence each blackwell philosopher dictionary presents the life and work of an individual philosopher in a scholarly but accessible manner entries cover
key ideas and thoughts as well as the main themes of the philosopher s works a comprehensive biographical sketch is also included

A Dictionary of Nineteenth-Century World History
1994-06-06

the blackwell encyclopedic dictionary of managerial economics provides clear concise up to the minute and highly informative definitions and
explanations covering the whole field of managerial economics bringing together specially commissioned and carefully edited entries from an
international team this will become the standard reference for students researchers academics and practitioners

The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management and Encyclopedic Dictionaries, The Blackwell
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Accounting
1997-04-15

A Kant dictionary
1995

The Encyclopedic Dictionary of Psychology
1983

The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management and Encyclopedic Dictionaries, The Blackwell
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Organizational Behavior
1998-06-15
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Encyclopedic Dictionary of Physical Geography
1985-06-01

A Hegel Dictionary
1992

The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management and Encyclopedic Dictionaries, The Blackwell
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Accounting
1997-04-15

The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management and Encyclopedic Dictionaries, The Blackwell
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Business Ethics
1999-02-02

A Companion to the Enlightenment
1991-01-16

The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management and Encyclopedic Dictionaries, The Blackwell
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Human Resource Management
1999-01-26

The Encyclopedic Dictionary of Physical Geography
1994-01-01
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The Dictionary of Personality and Social Psychology
1986

A Wittgenstein Dictionary
1996-02-05

The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management and Encyclopedic Dictionaries, The Blackwell
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Managerial Economics
1999-06-02
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